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Summary
Objectives. Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is one of the main
causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Detecting survival modifiable factors could help in prioritizing the clinical
care and offers a treatment decision-making for hemodialysis
patients. The aim of this study was to develop the best predictive model to explain the predictors of death in Hemodialysis
patients by data mining techniques.
Methods. In this study, we used a dataset included records
of 857 dialysis patients. Thirty-one potential risk factors,
that might be associated with death in dialysis patients, were
selected. The performances of four classifiers of support vector machine, neural network, logistic regression and decision
tree were compared in terms of sensitivity, specificity, total

accuracy, positive likelihood ratio and negative likelihood
ratio.
Results. The average total accuracy of all methods was over
61%; the greatest total accuracy belonged to logistic regression (0.71). Also, logistic regression produced the greatest
specificity (0.72), sensitivity (0.69), positive likelihood ratio
(2.48) and the lowest negative likelihood ratio (0.43).
Conclusions. Logistic regression had the best performance
in comparison to other methods for predicting death among
hemodialysis patients. According to this model female gender, increasing age at diagnosis, addiction, low Iron level,
C-reactive protein positive and low urea reduction ratio
(URR) were the main predictors of death in these patients.

Introduction
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is one of the main causes of
morbidity and mortality worldwide [1]. Death from CKD
has increased dramatically in recent years, with a 134%
increase in CKD deaths in 2013 compared to 1990 [1]. It is
estimated that more than 1.5 million end-stage renal disease
(ESRD) cases receive renal replacement therapy through
dialysis or transplantation worldwide annually [2]. On the
other hand, the increase in the number of chronic diseases,
such as diabetes and hypertension, as the risk factors of
CKD, enhances the prevalence of CKD among countries.
Therefore, CKD should be considered as a health problem
priority, especially in developing countries, and a large
proportion of health resources should be devoted to this
problem [3].
In Iran, hemodialysis (HD) is the main way of renal
replacement therapy in ESRD patients. Accumulating
evidence suggests that increasing age, malnutrition,
cardiovascular disease, higher glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) at the time of dialysis initiation, overhydration, use
of catheter as a vascular access as well as hemoglobin,
ferritin, C-reactive protein (CRP), serum albumin, and
creatinine, among baseline laboratory markers, are the

potential predictors of death in hemodialysis patients [47]. Apart from these accepted prognostic factors, the role
of some factors is controversial on morbidity and mortality
in hemodialysis patients and requires more investigations.
Moreover, depending on different medical facilities of
the hospitals as well as the cultural factors associated
with the patients, the predictors for patient’s death in
different communities may be different. On the other hand,
because of the seriousness of CKD and its complications,
early screening of high-risk patients for mortality, using
an accurate and efficient model, especially based on
demographic characteristics, plays an important role in the
prediction of death in hemodialysis patients. To this, it is
possible to identify subjects who are at risk for mortality
based on common risk factors, such as age and gender,
through predictive statistical models.
Construction of a predictive model and identifying important
risk factors of a dichotomous variable like dead/alive status
for a patient is usually conducted through classical logistic
regression (LR). Recently, machine learning techniques
including support vector machine (SVM), neural networks
(NN), and decision tree (DT) have been shown to have
promising performance in classification problems [8-14].
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Ideally, it would be interesting to construct a model with
an increased predictive power through machine learning
techniques for classification that require no distributional
assumptions. These classifiers also consider nonlinear
and complex relationships between the response variable
and predictors. Therefore, they can produce accurate
predictions for the response variable. Nevertheless, their
performance may vary in different conditions and there
are inconsistencies between studies about their superiority
over classical models. So, they need to be investigated over
different datasets.
Improved ability to identify those patients at an increased
risk of death could help in prioritizing the clinical care
and offers treatment decision-making for hemodialysis
patients. Several studies have investigated the prediction
performance of different outcomes in CKD patients [11, 1417]. For example, Lacson used the SVM to test the
hypothesis that “appropriately transformed sequential
blood pressure measurements would significantly improve
the prediction of mortality in hemodialysis patients” [18].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there was found no
study that compared the predictive performance of SVM,
NN, DT, and logistic regression in predicting hemodialysis
mortality. Moreover, in each country and even in each
setting, the predictors of mortality vary according to
the available treatment facilities and the conditions of
the patients. Therefore, the results of studies in other
countries cannot be generalized to all communities. In
general, the availability of a system for predicting death in
hemodialysis patients can help improve the quality of the
care proportionate to the patient’s demographic and clinical
features and can reduce costs. In this study, we selected the
most widely used machine learning methods of the SVM,
NN, and DT and compared their performance with that
of the logistic regression. Therefore, the purposes of this
research were to develop predictive models to explain the
relationships between examined independent variables and
the Hemodialysis patient’s survival/mortality and choosing
the model with better performance by comparison their
sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative
likelihood ratio. We also compared the performance of these
models with that of the classical logistic regression. Finally,
we identified important variables that were associated with
the outcome of interest with the model that provides better
predictive power over the dataset used here.

Methods
Study design
We performed a retrospective cohort study to develop
predictive models to explain the relationships between
examined independent variables and the Hemodialysis
patient’s dead/alive status.
Settings and patients
We examined 758 patients who were undergoing
hemodialysis treatment in Hamadan province from March
2007 to March 2017 to investigate predictors of mortality
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among hemodialysis patients. Hamadan province, with an
area of 19,493 square kilometers in extent, is located in
the west of Iran and has a population of 1,738,234 people;
according to the national census held in 2016 by the
Statistical Center of Iran. We used information of patients
from eight hospitals in the province with dialysis ward
including Alimoradian, Besat, Vali-asr, Ghaem, Imam
Hossein, Valiasr, Imam Reza, and Shahid-Beheshti in
Nahavand, Hamadan, Tuyserkan, Asadabad, Malayer,
Razan, Kabudarahang, and Hamadan city.
Patients with acute renal failure or under treatment with
peritoneal dialysis, patients on transient hemodialysis,
and patients with incomplete medical records were
excluded from this study. This study was approved by
the Ethics Committee of Hamadan University of Medical
Sciences (IR.UMSHA.REC.1399.029).
Output and input variables
Here, we used all the medical information of the patients,
including demographic, clinical, and laboratory information,
to model building. Therefore, we provided a researchermade checklist according to the hospital records of HD
patients for collecting data. The checklist included features
related to demographic profiles (age at diagnosis (year),
gender (male, female), marital status (married, single,
divorced, widow), body mass index (BMI, kg/m2), residence
area (urban, rural), educational level (illiterate, primary,
guidance, high school, academic), the history of tobacco
use (yes, no) and substance abuse (yes, no); and clinical
information (including hemoglobin (g/dl), blood urea
nitrogen (BUN) (mg/dL), creatinine (mg/dL), CRP status
(positive, negative), sodium (mEq/L), calcium (mg/dL),
phosphor (mg/dL), iPTH (pg/ml), albumin (g/dl) and ESRD
cause (Hypertension, Diabetes, Urologic& obstructive
diseases, Polycystic Kidney, Glomerulonephritis, UnKnown). Clinical and laboratory data related to the time
before the first dialysis session were used for each patient.
To minimize measurement variability, all these clinical data
were measured twice and two measures for each patient
were averaged. Time since diagnosis to mortality/follow up
(year) was also used as a confounder and all analyses were
adjusted for it. These records were collected by reviewing
patients’ medical records and, if necessary, asking patients
or instructor of the sector.
Data pre-processing and dealing
with missing values
Before model building and any analysis, the data
were checked with regard to spelling errors and other
irregularities/irrelevancies. Missing values were
imputed. Therefore, for the variables with missingness
greater than 1%, including uric acid (3.73%), hemoglobin
(1.4%), Alk (1.28%), and Iron (1.05%), we used CART
regression trees for imputing missing values. For the
variables with missingness less than 1%, including
albumin (0.47%), Plt (0.23%), hematocrit levels (0.12%)
and urea reduction ratio (0.12%), we applied simple
imputation using their median. The mode was used for
imputing the missing data of the blood group (0.12%)
and Rh (0.12%).
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Anomaly detection was used for finding the outlier
records to improve the precision of modeling. This
technique utilizes clustering methods to recognize
anomalous data. Anomaly detection provides very
significant and critical information for outlier detection
in various applications [19]. One record with an
anomaly index greater than 2 [20] was eliminated from
further investigations. To this, data mine was attached
to anomaly node in the modeler. Then, the created
model was added to the project. This technique uses
the clustering methods. After running the model, data
were divided into four clusters and then by adjusting the
model, anomalous data in the model building process
were deleted.
Statistical methods
Decision tree
Decision tree is assumed as a machine learning method
that utilizes recursive partitioning of potential predictors
space (each partitioning happens at a node) [21]
and creates a hierarchical partitioning tree and then
predicts the response variable using final nodes for both
categorical and continuous responses. Optimal cut-off
point for a continuous predictor is the one that produces
lower prediction error. In this study we used this method
in identifying individuals who experienced death through
an easily interpretable rule induced by binary splitting
of covariates according to the predictors. Here, we used
C5.0 decision tree that can automatically inspect the
variables before constructing the tree which keeps only
relevant variables in the model. A rule is induced by
a binary split on inputs with questions such as “Is the
patient female or male?” or “Is the subject a smoker or
nonsmoker?”. For continuous variables, the algorithm
automatically searches for the best split, using some
criteria and the data are partitioned accordingly. The
procedure continues until the data set is split into a
number of mutually exclusive groups.
Neural network
Neural network is of the most widely used machine
learning methods that works based on the human
brain structure. This method uses an input layer, a
hidden layer, and an output layer connected with
some associated weights. These weights are adjusted
during learning process, to provide a better prediction
performance for the response variable. Although there
are several structures for the neural network, in this
study, we used the most commonly used NN called
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). In this study, to find
the best performance of the NN, complex nonlinear
mapping between input and output layers is conducted
using different number of nodes and the NN approach
with one hidden layer, using a hyperbolic tangent
activation function (f (x) = 2 / (1+exp (-2x)) -1), was
utilized (the performance of the method did not
improve with a greater number of hidden layers). In
the output layer, the “SoftMax” activation function

(fi (x) = exp (xj) / S exp (xi), j = 1, ..., p, with x as the
input vector) was used.
Support vector machine
Support vector machine is a commonly used machine
learning method that recruits a kernel function to
project the predictor space into a higher dimensional
space where a linear hyper plane instead of the nonlinear separator in the lower dimension [22]. The linear
hyperplane is fitted in such a way that the training data
have the maximal distance from its margin. In this study,
our binary response was the dead/alive status of the
patients. Therefore, considering:

as the binary response for:

and xi as the input vector, the equation of the hyperplane
classification takes the following form:

Where g is a function of x, a the original input vector
of x, is the regression coefficients vector and b is the
bias term (or intercept). These coefficients are obtained
through a quadratic optimization problem. For more
detail see Tapak et al. 2017 [11].
Stepwise logistic regression
Logistic regression is a parametric regression model
that is the most commonly used model in modeling the
relationship between some inputs and a binary response/
output. The model is written as follows:

In this equation, a stands for the regression coefficients
vector and p is the probability of the response variable
takes the value 1 for the event of interest. Stepwise
logistic regression is a method of fitting logistic
regression model in which the choice of predictive
variables is carried out automatically and in each step,
a variable is considered for including or excluding from
a set of inputs based on some pre-specified criterion
like Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
Model building
In all analysis, we used the variable of mortality status
(dead/alive) as the output variable and all other variables
in the checklist were considered as inputs. For comparing
the models, we used 10-fold cross-validation: one with
90% subjects for training and the other with 10% subjects
for validation. This process repeated 10 times. Then,
sensitivity, specificity, total accuracy, positive likelihood
ratio and negative likelihood ratio were computed to
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compare the models. The calculations were based on the
following formulas:

Tab. I. Descriptive statistics of discrete features related to participants.

Variables

Where TP, FP, TN, and FN represent the number of
true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false
negatives, respectively. The IBM SPSS modeler 15 was
applied for data analysis.
Variable importance
The importance of a variable in each input, for the
classifiers that were used in this study, was calculated
according to the percentage increase in the prediction
error when the variable/input was removed from the
analysis. So, the input that led to the most increase in the
prediction error by a classifier was selected as the most
important. After scoring the importance of the variables,
they were ranked based on their scores.

Results
Summary statistics of the variables included in the analysis
for the patients were shown in Tables I and II. According
to the results, the majority of the alive patients were male
(57%), married (82.0%), non-smoker (82.0%), nonsubstance abuser (0.89%), illiterate (43.0%) and lived in
rural area (64.0%). The main causes of ESRD for 28.0%
and 20.0% of them were hypertension and diabetes alone,
respectively. Permanent catheter in the 48% of cases was
the dominant way of vascular access. Summary statistics
of continuous variables also were provided in Table II.
Different settings of the parameters were tested, and the
best result was obtained by expert mode with pruning
severity 75 and minimum records per child branch 2. The
most informative variables, according to the values of the
variable importance, estimated by the DT model were
shown in Figure 1. According to the results, the variables
of “Age at diagnosis”, “CRP” and “Hemoglobin” were
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Gender:
male
female
Marriage status:
single
married
divorce
Education:
illiterate
primary and middle
high school
university
Location:
urban
rural
Smoking:
no
yes
Addiction:
no
yes
Blood group:
A
B
AB
O
Rh:
+
Viral marker:
HIV
HBV
HVC
no
Diabetes:
no
yes
Hypertension:
no
yes
ESRD cause:
diabetes
diabetes & bp
blood pressure
urological & obstructive
diseases
polycystic kidney
glomerulonephritis
other
Vascular access:
temporary catheter
permanent catheter
fistula
graft
Dialysis weekly:
1
2
3
4
CRP:
negative
positive

Alive

Death

N

%

N

%

256
192

57
43

208
200

51
49

76
366
6

17
82
1

6
396
6

1.5
97.5
1

194
145
87
22

43.3
32.4
19.3
5

260
104
36
8

63.7
25.5
8.8
2.0

287
161

64
36

248
160

61
39

366
82

82
18

296
112

72
28

399
49

89
11

331
77

81
19

153
103
30
162

34
23
7
36

126
97
34
151

31
24
8
37

407
41

91
9

361
41

89
11

2
7
11
428

0.5
1.6
2.4
95.5

3
7
3
395

0.7
1.7
0.7
96.9

312
136

70
30

246
162

60
40

269
179

60
40

239
169

59
41

91
45
127
38
18
47
82

20.3
10.0
28.3
8.5
4.1
10.5
18.3

116
46
120
40
18
13
55

28.4
11.3
29.4
9.8
4.4
3.2
13.5

69
151
217
11

15.4
33.7
48.4
2.5

66
135
192
15

16
33
47
4

8
95
340
5

2
21
76
1

7
74
317
10

1.7
18.1
77.7
2.5

310
138

69
31

242
166

59
41
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Tab. II. Summary of continues variables related to participants.

Variables
Age at diagnosis (yr)
BMI (kg/m2)
Dialysis duration (hour)
Dialysis weekly time (hour)
Hemoglobin (gr/dlit)
Hematocrit levels (%)
Plt (1,000/mm3)
Sodium (mg/dlit)
Potassium (mg/dlit)
Calcium (mg/dlit)
Phosphor (mg/dlit)
Iron (ug/ dlit)
Uric acid (mg/dlit)
Albumin (g/dlit)
Alk (U/L)
Urea reduction ratio (%)
Time to mortality/
follow-up (yr)

N
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448

Min
8
12.33
2
2
1.3
16.1
21
105
3
5.1
2.3
2
1
1
4.6
1

Alive
Max
Mean
83
50.29
41.26
23.09
4
3.65
16
10.15
17.4
10.48
60
192.52
463
192.52
198
138.78
9.6
4.9
12
8.9
12.3
5.11
1028
111.90
14.6
6.77
5.6
3.74
2612
316.14
0.96
0.643

448

0.08

10.70

2.35

Std. Dev
15.73
4.21
0.46
2.33
2.06
72.085
72.08
6.8
0.94
0.90
1.55
115.48
1.54
0.73
262.65
0.124

N
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408

Min
18
14.69
2
2
4
16.1
27
106
3
5.9
1.7
3
3.2
1
4.2
0

Death
Max
Mean
88
61.97
38.09
23.31
4
3.63
16
10.24
15.7
10.47
60
32.46
670
187.73
193
138.89
9.6
4.96
11.3
8.7
12
5.13
520
98.3
13.7
6.70
6.4
3.59
2349
301.58
0.89
0.62

2.38

408

0.08

10.30

2.23

Std. Dev
10.92
3.79
0.46
2.22
1.75
6.05
68.68
7.56
0.95
0.84
1.6
73.49
1.42
0.72
213.35
0.13
2.18

Fig 1. Importance of variables estimated by the decision tree.

the first topmost important variables in the prediction
of death. In this study, the NN was trained with all
inputs (one for each predictor) in the input layer and
one hidden layer with 10 neurons. Figure 2 showed the
importance of variables associated with death of dialysis
patients by the NN model. According to the results, the
variables of “Age at diagnosis”, “Alkaline phosphatase”
and “Iron” were the three topmost important variables in
the prediction of death. Since linear function had better
results than other functions, it was used as kernel function
for the SVM model. Regularization (C) was optimized by
trying different values, and the best-obtained value was
10. We used expert mode and the stopping criterion was
set 0.001. The SVM model ranked all of the variables the

final results were shown in Figure 3. According to the
results, the variables of “Age at diagnosis”, “Education”
and “CRP” were the three topmost important variables in
the prediction of death. Based on p < 0.05, the stepwise
LR model indicated gender, age at diagnosis, marriage
status, addiction, onset year, iron, URR, and CRP as
significant variables (Tab. III). For the dependent variable,
we considered death as the reference group.
Table III shows the total accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
positive likelihood ratio, and negative likelihood ratio
(Mean and standard deviation) estimated by the crossvalidation method over the testing set for each model
in 100 repetitions. According to the results shown in
Table IV, LR showed a better performance compared to
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Fig. 2. Importance of variables estimated by the natural network.

Fig. 3. Importance of variables estimated by the support vector machine.

the machine learning models in terms of total accuracy
(0.71), sensitivity (0.69), positive likelihood ratio (2.48),
and negative likelihood ratio (0.43). The specificity
of LR and logistic regression was the same (0.72) over
100 repetitions. However, among the three machine
learning methods, the performance of the SVM (sensitivity
compared to specificity) was closest to the LR (positive
likelihood ratio (2.25) and negative likelihood ratio (0.45)
with a specificity of 0.70. Therefore, the SVM and LR
were compatible and showed almost similar performance
in predicting death in hemodialysis patients.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the performance of the three
most widely used machine learning methods of decision
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tree, neural network, and support vector machine in
the prediction of death in hemodialysis patients in an
Iranian population and compared it with that of the
classical logistic regression. Our results showed that the
prediction accuracy of the SVM was closest to the logistic
regression. Our results showed that the discriminative
performances of the used machine learning methods
were equivalent to that of the stepwise LR method
which is commonly applied for this purpose. So, these
methods could be used successfully in detecting death in
hemodialysis patients with clinical measurements, and
laboratory tests. Other studies showed that the machine
learning methods performed as good as the LR [10],
which is in agreement with our results. However, other
studies indicated machine learning methods of SVM,
NN and DT outperformed logistic regression in terms of
prediction performance [10, 11, 14, 23]. In those studies,
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Tab. III. Logistic regression model.

Variables
Gender:
female
male
Age at diagnosis
Addiction:
yes
no
Iron
Urea reduction ratio
CRP:
yes
no

B

OR*

Wald

P-value

0.428
-0.087

1.534
0.917

6.459
135.731

0.011
0.000

0.703
0.002
1.562

2.019
1.002
4.767

8.792
7.040
6.120

0.003
0.008
0.013

1.595

4.930

62.731

0.000

*OR: Odds Ratio which is calculated as Exp (β).

Tab. IV. Mean and standard deviation of total accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio and negative likelihood ratio for DT, NN,
SVM and LR.

Models

Total accuracy

Decision tree
Neural network
Support vector machine
Logistic regression

Mean
0.66
0.61
0.68
0.71

SD
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.05

Sensitivity
Mean
0.65
0.58
0.66
0.69

SD
0.06
0.09
0.07
0.07

there were imbalanced data such that a large proportion
of the samples did not experience the event of interest.
But in our study the number of observed deaths was large,
and the data were almost balanced. This might indicate
that machine learning methods might be more useful in
the case of imbalanced data. It is also possible that the
effect of the covariates on the binary outcome in this
study be linear as the traditional LR assumed the linear
effects of covariates and a limited number of nonlinear
effects. LR also performs well in large sample sizes.
However, the SVM can handle complex relationships
between variables and all interactions simultaneously
even with a small sample size data set.
In this study, we also investigated the predictors of death
in hemodialysis patients according to the model with
a better performance. Therefore, the LR with simple
interpretations was used to interpret the results. In
spite of the considerable improvements in medical and
technical support, the rate of mortality in these patients is
high. We found that female gender, addiction, increasing
age at diagnosis, low iron level, CRP positive and low
URR were the most important predictors of death in HD
patients in the present study. These novel findings may
have important clinical and public health implications
since they can be used for designing preventive
interventions to reduce death among these patients.
In the present study female gender was independently
associated with an increase of mortality. This finding
was in line with Ratna Prabha et al. [24] and in contrast
to those of Depner et al. [25] and USRDS data [14]. More
access of males to health resources and a lower rate of
CKD risk factors including diabetes and hypertension in

Specificity
Mean
0.67
0.72
0.70
0.72

SD
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.04

Positive
likelihood ratio
Mean
SD
2.03
0.47
1.7
0.38
2.25
0.45
2.48
0.53

Negative
likelihood ratio
Mean
SD
0.53
0.11
0.65
0.17
0.48
0.10
0.43
0.11

males may be in connection with their better survival.
Also, we found that addiction is another predictor of
death in these patients. Side effects of drug addiction in
different aspects of health are widely accepted [26, 27].
Increasing age at diagnosis in the present study was
associated with rising odds of death in HD patients.
Coric et al. [8] achieved a similar result in their study.
Fatal infections are usually more common in elderly
patients due to the weakness of their immune system.
These patients have a higher rate of mortality due to
infections and cardiovascular disease [9].
Among clinical predictors, being CRP positive was
strongly associated with mortality. This positive relation
has been previously identified [28, 29]. Lseki et al. in
their study showed that regardless of serum albumin
and other possible confounders, CRP is a significant
predictor of death in HD patients [30]. Inflammation
usually is in relation to insulin resistance, oxidative stress,
wasting, infections, and endothelial dysfunction [25]. In
the present study, the increase in iron supplement was
associated with better survival. Some factors including
inadequate intake of iron due to loss of appetite,
continuous blood sampling for biochemical testing, and
chronic iron loss through intestinal hemorrhage induced
by uremic platelet dysfunction are associated with iron
deficiency in the HD patients [31]. Motonishi et al. in
their study showed that iron deficiency is a critical risk
factor for deterioration of physical and mental conditions
in maintenance HD patients [32]. However, studies in
regard to the relationship between iron supplementation
and death in HD patients are rare and conflicting [33, 34].
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Regarding the role of adequate URR on the lower
mortality rates in HD patients, consistent with our finding
many studies have shown that dose of dialysis is a strong
predictor of patient mortality through the highest ranges
of URR recorded (i.e., URR > 75) [35, 36].
This study had several limitations. First, because of
the retrospective design of the study, verifying quality
control of the data was not possible. Second, the influence
of risk factors on patients’ death is time-varying over
time, while we assessed only the influence of baseline
patient features, our effect estimates may underestimate
the association between mortality and investigated
variables. Third, that the best performance of the LR
in our study is not enough to say that LR is the best in
the prediction of death among the patients with CKD,
because the performance of machine learning methods
of SVMs, NNs, DT, and logistic regression are bound
to change depending on the situation of the dataset.
Another potential limitation of the present study is that
addiction and smoking status of the patients were based
on their self-report and therefore, this information was
prone to information bias and finally the quality of the
services and technology may vary over time, and also
the quality of service provision in the dialysis wards of
hospitals is not the same, which could not be considered
in this study.
Results of the study indicated that logistic regression had
the best performance in comparison to other methods for
predicting death among HD patients. According to this
model female gender, increasing age at diagnosis, low
iron level, CRP positive and low URR were the main
predictors of death in hemodialysis patients.
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